Multiple Support Vector-based approach to Breast tumor recognition

Abstract. Based on Multi-Support Vector Machine (MSVM), this paper provides a method of MSVM for breast tumor recognition to solve the small sample size and individual difference with the breast tumor. Support Vector Machine (SVM) on the eight direction of bump area is taken to generate vector classifier and to select Gauss kernel function as kernel function. The system application and test shows that the MSVM in breast tumor recognition achieved good result, and provide the reliable basis for further medical diagnosis. The breast tumor recognition accuracy achieved 97.3% when α=30.

Streszczenie. Opisano wykorzystanie metody MSVM (multi-support vector machine) do wykrywania guza piersi. Metoda generuje klasyfikator wektorowy w osiach kierunkach a selekcję cech przeprowadza się wykorzystując funkcję Gaussa jako kernela. (Wykorzystanie metody MSVM do wykrywania guza piersi).
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Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignant tumor for the women, the main way to decrease mortality caused by breast cancer is the inchoate diagnosis and treatment. Currently, there has been a lot of methods for breast tumor and calcified point detection and recognition, among them the main methods are the neural network, the wavelet transform, fuzzy sets, mathematical morphology, image enhancement technique [1], etc. In order to identify tumors, paper [2] proposes to establish neural network for the morphological characters of breast tumor ultrasound images. But the neural network faced a huge application limit in high dimensional space. Paper [3] proposes a new technique to extract micro calcified point ROI (region of interest) based on wavelet transform. Paper [4] proposes a method to extract breast micro calcified point based on morphology gray reconstruction, but breast cancer of calcified point type is just a small part of breast cancer, breast tumor is the basic feature of most breast cancer.

Meanwhile, being sensitive to noise, mathematical morphology can't get good diversion result. Liu [5] proposes multidimensional methods to diagnose acicular tumor. Because of the huge amount of calculation in result of extracting feature from each pixel put forward by Liu, it is hard to use in practice.

In recent years, the Support Vector machine (SVM) is more and more widely used in medical image processing area. Support Vector machine (SVM) is a new method in data mining [6], it is a kind of pattern recognition method of statistical theory, which can explore a best compromise between pattern complexity and learning ability in accordance with limited sample information so that generalization capability could be acquired. Previous research of breast tumors and calcified point mostly based on man-machine interaction, rely on expert experience and the precision of image preprocessing and dividing, this paper makes support vector machine (SVM) to apply to the recognition of breast tumor, proposes a method of extracting outline of tumor automatically.

Support vector machine (SVM) method

A. Optimal Hyperplane

SVM is developed on the basis of statistics as a new pattern of recognition method. It studies how to construct learning machine and prior pattern classification. Support vector machine has a good performance in solving problems such as small sample learning, nonlinear high dimensional learning.

SVM is developed from linearly separable optimal hyperplane, the basic idea could be illustrated by figure 1 in bidimensional condition.

Presume linear sample set \((X_i, Y_i) = (X_i, Y_i) \in R^d, Y \in \{+1, -1\}\). Linear discriminant function in d-dimensional space \(g(x) = \omega^T x + b\), classification plane function is \(\omega^T x + b = 0\), normalise the discriminant function in order to make all the samples from the two classes satisfy \(g(x) = \pm 1\), the closest sample to classification plane is \(g(x) = 1\), thus, the classification interval equals to \(2/||\omega||\), therefore, to request a maximum classification interval, is to request a minimum \(||\omega||^2\) to request that the classification plane could classify all the samples correctly, is to request it satisfy:

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_i \left[ (w^T x_i + b) - 1 \right] & \geq 0 \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]

Therefor, the classification plane which satisfy the formula above and minimum \(||\omega||^2\) is optimal hyperplane. The training samples which line the nearest point to classification plane and are from hyperplane H1, H2 which parallel to the optimal hyperplane, namely the samples satisfy the equation are support vectors.

B. Nonlinear problems

For nonlinear problem, we could transform it into a linear problem in some high dimensional space through nonlinear conversions, optimal hyperplane could be found in conversion space. According to the functional theory, a kernel function \(K(x_i, x_j)\) corresponds to a conversion space inner product as long as it satisfies Mercer condition \([8, 7]\). Therefore, to choose an appropriate inner product...
function could achieve a linear classification after nonlinear conversion, the calculation complexity however, doesn’t increase. In table 1 several common nonlinear transform kernel functions are presented:

C. multiple support vector machine

The actual problems are usually not simple two-class problems, support vector machine can be extending to multiple class problems and we could acquire multiple classifier. The common methods to construct SVM multi-value classifier are: one-to-many, one-to-one and decision tree, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Kernel functions and expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kernel function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial kernel function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian kernel function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S form kernel function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paper [8]proposes a method to detect and divide nuclear magnetic resonance images of ventriculus sinister automatically using multiple support vector machine. Because of the features of breast tumors such as that it has a relatively complete center lesion, it appears as a bright spot in the image, the gray value of image of center area is much higher than normal tissue, gray value of edge area is the transition from tumor center to normal tissue. This paper puts forward to judge edge of tumor using multiple support vector machine in order to increase speed and rate of recognition. Then find out points with highest gradient in edge area, line them up, and the outline of tumor could be divided so that shape of tumor could be distinguished.

Tumor identification algorithm

A. Algorithm

1) The preprocessing of the mammary gland pictures, filter out all sorts of noise. This paper uses traditional 3x3 median filter, the edge of lesion area maintain clear after median filter.

2) Extract region of interest. In recognition of breast tumor, it is an important step to divide lesion area accurately which is a preparation for extracting feature vector. This paper extracts region of interest by threshold technique.

3) Feature extraction. Extract characteristics parameter of lesion area and prepare for tumor recognition. Mudigond[10]extracts feature by using method based on pixels belt of tumor edge. Extract 5 textual features as character vectors based on gray level paragenesis matrix from tumor area divided. Calculate gray level paragenesis matrix adopting method of gray level paragenesis matrix texture analysis, then extract feature. The features extracted form vector as the input of classifier and proceed with classification.

4) Design of multiple SVM classifier. Multiple SVM structure presented by figure 2, the input is the 8x8(pixel) area to be detected in purpose round area, what is in the judgement layer, is a combination of several vectors, assume that edge was mainly divided into 8 directions, there are 8 SVMs which are in charge of detecting edge of direction respectively, consider each input as the input of every SVM in judgement layer, if all the 8 detection results are positive, the sample turns out not to be the edge of tumor, if only one SVM result is negative, the sample turns out to be the edge of tumor in direction which this SVM is responsible for, then record it, it also appears that there are two SVM judged to be positive, the edge direction is between these two directions, samples in this condition should be recorded as edge area as well. Speed and recognition of multiple SVM have been improved.

Paper[9] proposes method to detect and divide nuclear magnetic resonance images of ventriculus sinister automatically using multiple support vector machine. Because of the features of breast tumors such as that it has a relatively complete center lesion, it appears as a bright spot in the image, the gray value of image of center area is much higher than normal tissue, gray value of edge area is the transition from tumor center to normal tissue. This paper puts forward to judge edge of tumor using multiple support vector machine in order to increase speed and rate of recognition. Then find out points with highest gradient in edge area, line them up, and the outline of tumor could be divided so that shape of tumor could be distinguished.
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1) The preprocessing of the mammary gland pictures, filter out all sorts of noise. This paper uses traditional 3x3 median filter, the edge of lesion area maintain clear after median filter.

2) Extract region of interest. In recognition of breast tumor, it is an important step to divide lesion area accurately which is a preparation for extracting feature vector. This paper extracts region of interest by threshold technique.

3) Feature extraction. Extract characteristics parameter of lesion area and prepare for tumor recognition. Mudigond[10]extracts feature by using method based on pixels belt of tumor edge. Extract 5 textual features as character vectors based on gray level paragenesis matrix from tumor area divided. Calculate gray level paragenesis matrix adopting method of gray level paragenesis matrix texture analysis, then extract feature. The features extracted form vector as the input of classifier and proceed with classification.

4) Design of multiple SVM classifier. Multiple SVM structure presented by figure 2, the input is the 8x8(pixel) area to be detected in purpose round area, what is in the judgement layer, is a combination of several vectors, assume that edge was mainly divided into 8 directions, there are 8 SVMs which are in charge of detecting edge of direction respectively, consider each input as the input of every SVM in judgement layer, if all the 8 detection results are positive, the sample turns out not to be the edge of tumor, if only one SVM result is negative, the sample turns out to be the edge of tumor in direction which this SVM is responsible for, then record it, it also appears that there are two SVM judged to be positive, the edge direction is between these two directions, samples in this condition should be recorded as edge area as well. Speed and recognition of multiple SVM have been improved.

Paper[9] proposes method to detect and divide nuclear magnetic resonance images of ventriculus sinister automatically using multiple support vector machine. Because of the features of breast tumors such as that it has a relatively complete center lesion, it appears as a bright spot in the image, the gray value of image of center area is much higher than normal tissue, gray value of edge area is the transition from tumor center to normal tissue. This paper puts forward to judge edge of tumor using multiple support vector machine in order to increase speed and rate of recognition. Then find out points with highest gradient in edge area, line them up, and the outline of tumor could be divided so that shape of tumor could be distinguished.

Tumor identification algorithm

A. Algorithm

1) The preprocessing of the mammary gland pictures, filter out all sorts of noise. This paper uses traditional 3x3 median filter, the edge of lesion area maintain clear after median filter.

2) Extract region of interest. In recognition of breast tumor, it is an important step to divide lesion area accurately which is a preparation for extracting feature vector. This paper extracts region of interest by threshold technique.

3) Feature extraction. Extract characteristics parameter of lesion area and prepare for tumor recognition. Mudigond[10]extracts feature by using method based on pixels belt of tumor edge. Extract 5 textual features as character vectors based on gray level paragenesis matrix from tumor area divided. Calculate gray level paragenesis matrix adopting method of gray level paragenesis matrix texture analysis, then extract feature. The features extracted form vector as the input of classifier and proceed with classification.

4) Design of multiple SVM classifier. Multiple SVM structure presented by figure 2, the input is the 8x8(pixel) area to be detected in purpose round area, what is in the judgement layer, is a combination of several vectors, assume that edge was mainly divided into 8 directions, there are 8 SVMs which are in charge of detecting edge of direction respectively, consider each input as the input of every SVM in judgement layer, if all the 8 detection results are positive, the sample turns out not to be the edge of tumor, if only one SVM result is negative, the sample turns out to be the edge of tumor in direction which this SVM is responsible for, then record it, it also appears that there are two SVM judged to be positive, the edge direction is between these two directions, samples in this condition should be recorded as edge area as well. Speed and recognition of multiple SVM have been improved.
Table 2. Comparison of σ in the Gaussian kernel function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>97.3%</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2 we can conclude that under Gaussian kernel function, the segmentation accuracy rate is highest when σ is 30, so we choose Gaussian kernel function, σ=30 when utilize SVM to design classifier.

Figure 3 is recognition of mammary grand tumor, (a) is the original image with tumor, (b) is the identification of tumor region utilizing SVM1, (c) is the edge extraction by multiple SVM, (d) is the final rendering of tumor segmentation.

Conclusions

As a new machine learning method, support vector machine has advantages such as overall optimization, strong flexibility, complete theory, short training time, good generalization performance. The experimental result shows that not only speed but also accuracy rate of segmentation can be improved if use multiple SVM to extract tumor edge. According to feature of breast tumor, apply multiple SVM to segmentation, choose appropriate kernel function through experiment, finally we can acquire good segmentation result. In this paper, choosing kernel function is based on abundant of experiments, if we can move forward to choose optimal kernel function according to feature of mammary grand, the segmentation effect will be more precise.
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